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Abstrak

Abstract

Medical Facilities Database Management System is a project to manage the data of medical facilities such as hospital and clinic. This system will help to store and hasten the process of retrieving patient medical history and data. Not only patient data, this system also can store the information of staff, medicine stock and inventory stock data. This system also can help to minimize the area for filing patient data that was always used large space in medical facilities. Others, this system have security password to prevent data stolen or delete by any outsider and entrusted person. This system has the wide memory to safe large amount of data. This system size is depending on the computer’s hardisk. Example each data size is 100 kilobyte, for computer that is using 40 gigabyte hardisk, it cans safe almost 40000 data. This can prove that this system surely can store large amount of data. With this system, it will help the medical facilities to store and retrieve data without wasting time and faster than existed failing system.